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Abstract

The TransferOrbitPlasma InteractionExperiment

(TROPIX) isa proposed scientificexperiment and flight
demonstration of a solarelectricpropulsionvehicle.Its

missiongoalsareto significantlyincreaseour knowledge

of Earth's magnetosphere and its associatedplasma

environment and to demonstrate an operationalsolar

electricupper stage (SEUS) for small launch vehicles.

The scientificinvestigationsand flightdemonstration

technologyexperimentsareuniquelyinterrelatedbecause

ofthespacecraft'sinteractionwith the surrounding envi-

ronment. The data obtained willcomplement previous

studiesof the Earth'smagnetosphere and space plasma

environment by supplying the knowledge necessary to

attainthe strategicobjectivesof the NASA Officeof

Space Science.This firstoperationaluse of a primary

ion propulsion vehicle,designed towithstand the harsh
environments from low Earth orbit to geosynchronous

Earth orbit,may lead tothe development ofa new class

of electricpropulsionupper stagesor space-basedtrans-

fervehiclesand may improve future spacecraftdesign

and safety.

Introduction

Electric propulsion dates back nearly three decades.
In the late 1960's and early 1970's, solar electric propul-

sion (SEP) spacecraft were designed and flown. 1 Pro-

posed in the late 1970's was a mission to Halley's Comet
that would have flown on the solar electric propulsion

stage (SEPS). An engineering model of SEPS was tested

before the program was canceled. From 1975 to 1978,

mercury ion thrusters were being developed and were

qualified for use on the P80-1 Teal Ruby spacecraft, 2

which was never flown and is still in storage. Since then,

a variety of small station-keeping electric thrusters have

been developed and flown by the United States, the

United Kingdom, and the USSR. Research and develop-
ment have continued, 3'4 and today Japan, Europe, and

the United States are developing primary electric propul-

sion systems and axe planning flight experiments within

the next few years.

Current fiscaland politicalrealitieshave forcedthe

space community to look anew at the potentialof SEP

vehiclesto achieve mission requirements in %mailer,

cheaper,faster"ways. Because SEP provides a signifi-

cant propellantmass savingsoverconventionalchemical

propulsion, it can perform better in station keeping,

orbittransfer,or on-orbit maneuvering; itcan deliver

additionalpayload mass or allow the use of smallerand

lessexpensivelaunchvehicles,s'6As smallerpayloads are

anticipated,genericupper stagesfor small expendable

launch vehiclesbecome attractivein terms of perform-

ance and cost savings.7

Initial designs are in progress for a solar electric

upper stage that will provide a platform for the pro-

posed Transfer Orbit Plasma Interaction Experiment

(TROPIX). TROPIX will map the charged particle pop-
ulation of the Earth's magnetosphere and evaluate the

interactions of the spacecraft with the plasma environ-
ment while demonstrating an operational SEUS. The

purpose of the TROPIX mission is to return science data
that could lead to improved spacecraft design, a greater

understanding of the nature of the magnetosphere, and
advances in the state of electric propulsion via demon-

strated operational capability and technology transfer to

industry.

_Project Study Manager, Member AIAA.

**Principal Investigator, Member AIAA.
"_TROPIX Mission Analyst, Member AIAA.



This paper presents the science and technology

mission objectives; the two classes of science measure-

ments to be made during the mission; the spacecraft-

plasma interactions that may occur during the mission;

the design strategies that will permit measurement of
interactions and ambient conditions while protecting the

spacecraft from damage; and the systems of the SEUS

spacecraft.

Mission Objectives

The objectives of the TROPE( mission are both

scientific and technological. The following scientific

objectives support the strategic goals of the NASA

Office of Space Science to "understand the structure and

dynamics of the magnetospheres of planets, especially
that of our own Earth: _s

(1) Map the energy spectrum of ambient charged

particles in the magnetosphere from low Earth orbit

(LEO) to geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO) and, in so

doing, validate and update models which provide infor-
mation on the environmental effects on spacecraft

systems.

(2) Evaluate the plasma conditions local to the
spacecraft, both ambient and induced, and characterize

energetic particles versus altitude.

(3) Evaluate the spacecraft/plasma interaction

effects (including that of the thruster plume) and the
electromagnetic compatibility of electric thrusters with

spacecraft systems.

(4) Investigatethe plasma interactionsof selected

samples ofsolarcelland array technologies,microelec-

tronics,and spacecraftmaterialswith and without elec-

tricpropulsion conditions.

The following TROPIX mission objectives support

space technology transfer:

(1}Demonstrate inspace a long-lifeelectricpropul-

sionvehicle(approx. 1 yr) and validateguidance,navi-

gation,and controlconcepts.

(2) Demonstrate a spacecraftdesign that allows

long-duration operations in either LEO or GEO

environments.

(3)Measure the effecton spacecraftsystems, espe-

ciallysolararrays,oflong exposure (months) to the Van
Allen radiationbelts.

(4)Evaluate ion thrustersasmultiple-environment

plasma contractors.

The flightdemonstration and thescienceinvestiga-

tion are uniquely synergisticinthat the sciencedata are

enhanced by the use ofelectricion thrusters.The ambi-

ent plasma willbe seen not only in itsnaturalstatebut

alsowhen disturbed by the induced plasma ofthe pro-

pulsionsystem.This shouldleadto a new understanding

of the mechanics of the charged particlepopulation.

Moreover, the instructionsdedicated to measuring the

ambient plasma ofthe magnetosphere willalsomonitor

the flightvehiclehealth diagnostics,perhaps leadingto

improvements in solarelectricpropulsiondesign.From

thiskilowatt-classSEUS vehicle,a largerSEUS could

evolve for planetary exploration, possibly even a

megawatt-class cargo vehiclefor Mars colonization.9

The TROPIX missionbeginswith a small expend-

able launch vehicle (Pegasus XL class)deliveringthe

TROPIX SEUS to a 325-km, 65° inclination,circular

orbit (Fig.1). After the vehiclecheckout and deploy-

ment of solararrays and instrument booms, the SEUS

spacecraftstartsitstwo 20-cm xenon ion thrustersand

beginstoslowlyspiraloutward at a constant inclination

through the radiationbeltsto geosynchronous altitude

(35 900 km). Figure 2 presentsthe vehiclealtitudever-

sus elapsed mission time. The vehiclecoasts during

shade periodsto reduce the energy storagemass require-

ments. Analysis has shown that coastingin shade will

allow the orbitaleccentricityto build up to only 0.05

early in the mission. The vehiclecan return to zero

eccentricity(circularorbit) at geosynchronous orbit,

although there isno hard requirement to do so at this

time. An eccentricityof only 0.05 means that the trans-

fer orbit isconsequently very closeto circularduring

data collection,thus easingthe data stream deconvolu-

tion.Other coast periodsare expected during the mis-

sion for specialdata collection.The totalmission time

isapproximately 11 months. Precessionof the orbital

plane over the mission period allowsthe scienceinstru-

mentation to measure plasma propertiesfrom a nearly

spherical volume within the Earth's magnetosphere

(Fig.3).The high orbitalinclinationsatisfiesthe science

missionrequirements discussedinthe followingsection.

Science

The highlyinclinedorbitischosen so that the vari-

able plasma conditions encountered in the polar and

equatorialregionsof the Earth'smagnetosphere can be

studiedin detail.Polar regionsare ofparticularinterest

becausethey exhibitlow thermal plasma densities,high-

energy-electroncharging of vehicles,extreme transient

effects,and magnetic cusp conditions.LEO equatorial

regions exhibit high thermal plasma densities,low

plasma temperatures, and uniform magnetic field
conditions.



Measurements fall into two classes: interactions

studies and mapping of the ambient plasma, particle,
and radiation conditions. The chief interactions to be

studied are the effects of current collection by electri-

cally biased surfaces on the vehicle floating potential.
Plasma current collection from such surfaces is impor-

tant because the spacecraft ground potential can differ

significantly from that of the ambient plasma. This dif-
ference occurs as a result of current balance. Because of

their large mass and low mobility, ions collected by

negatively biased surfaces result in a relatively small

plasma current density. The lightweight electrons, on
the other hand, are readily collected by positively biased

surfaces. The spacecraft reaches equilibrium at whatever

potential results in a net collection current of zero. In

the case of Space Station Freedom, for example, it has
been shown 10 that major parts of the structure would

_float" at about 140 V negative with respect to the ion-

osphere, close to the 100-V maximum used by its power

system. Such large potentials are expected to cause

major difficulties because of arcing mad sputtering. To
force the structure closer to the plasma potential, an

active control device, a plasma contactor, has been

added to the Space Station. Basically a hollow cathode

discharge device, the contactor emits a continuous cloud

of plasma which will effectively _ground" the structure

to the ionosphere. The contactor is remarkably similar,

both in theory of operation and in practical effect, to the
ion thrusters baselined for TROPIX. Although the com-

plex interaction of high-voltage systems with such a
device are reasonably well understood in LEO, little is

known about the behavior of such a system in the wide

range of plasma conditions that TROPIX will encounter.

Measurements of the spacecraft/plasma interac-

tions are made by on-board instruments that continu-

ously monitor the potential of the vehicle with respect
to its ambient environment. The study of the differences

between natural and induced plasma environments is

affected by the ON/OFF cycling of the ion thrusters.

In order to evaluatesolarcelland array technolo-

gies,microelectronics,and spacecraftmaterials,an ex-

periment plate is attached to the front of the vehicle

where itwillexperiencenearlycontinuousram exposure.

The samples exposed include solarcellcoupons repre-

sentingphotovoltaictechnologiesofinterestand materi-

alsdesigned specificallyto study the effectsof current

collection.The currentcollectioncharacteristicsof both

solar cells and spacecraft materials play a critical role in

determining the final floating potential of a spacecraft.

Of particular interest is the interaction of high-voltage

surfaces with thruster plumes. Most of the measurement
instruments as well as the basic design of the experiment

plate and samples will rely heavily on experience gained

from the Solar Array Module Plasma Interactions Ex-

periment (SAMPLE), 11'12 designed for shuttle deploy-
ment in LEO.

The second classofmeasurements, mapping ambi-

ent conditions,isto be furtherdef'med,but a prelimi-

nary selection of instruments has been made (see

Table 1).In polar regions,measurements willbe made

ofauroralelectronprecipitationevents.In the radiation

belts,measurements will be made of the high-energy

electronsand protonsthatoccur inhigh densities.Meas-

urements will be used to determine three-dimensional

plasma structuresin the magnetosphere and to calculate
theirdimensions and velocities.During substorm events,

high-energyelectronsand protonswillbe studied.Meas-
urements made while the vehicleisineclipseregionswill

allow us to study particularlylow plasma densitiesand

the increaseofspacecraftcharging in the absence ofthe

photoelectriccharge emission effect.The long-duration

spiralorbitpermitsus toevaluatetemporal environmen-

taleffectsinmany differentregionsofinterest.The final

selectionof regions,measurements, and instruments is

being made in consultationwith the space sciencecom-

munity and on the basisofa study13scheduledforcom-

pletionin the fallof 1993.

Some spacecraftcomponents willbe used to serve

as scienceinstruments.In particular,the solar arrays

will_sense_ radiationdamage by including instruments

to periodicallymeasure I-V curvesforthe solarcells.In

addition,the ion thrusterswillserveas plasma contact-

ing devices.

Plasma Interactions

The TROPIX mission will map the charged parti-

cle energies in the magnetosphere and measure the inter-

actions of the spacecraft with the ambient plasma under

high- and low-voltage conditions with and without ion
thruster contributions. During the mission, the space-

craft will electrically charge to balance incoming
ambient ion and electron currents. The mechanics of

spacecraft charging change as the vehicle traverses
different regions in the magnetosphere.

In LEO, the spacecraft charging mechanics are in-

fluenced by ram/wake effects, the electrical grounding of

the solar arrays, the exposure of high-voltage surfaces to

the ambient plasma, and surface material electrical con-

ductivity. 14 Damage to spacecraft components in LEO

usually results from contamination, arcing, or sputter-

ing, phenomena all dependent on the charging level, or

floating potential, of the spacecraft.

To limitthe charging effectsof the spacecraftin

LEO, severalstrategiesare employed. The long axisof



the TROPIX SEUS is oriented parallel to the velocity

vector for the entire mission, therefore, to reduce charg-

ing due to ram/wake effects,only the arraywings need

to be considered.Although the solararray cover glassis

a dielectric,the kapton backs of the arrays can be

coated with conductiveindium tinoxide (ITO) to allow

efficiention collectioninthe ram direction,drivingthe

floatingpotentiallessnegative.High negativegrounding

voltagesdrivethe spacecraftto very high negativefloat-

ing potentialsas itattempts to collectthe lessmobile

ions more efficiently.Therefore,for bus voltages above

30 V, the spacecraft should be positivelygrounded,

keeping the spacecraftfloatingpotentialnear the plasma

potential.The electricalconductivityof the spacecraft

surfacematerialalsodetermines the charging inLEO. If

the SEUS surfacesareconductive,they more readilycol-

lectelectronsas the vehiclesweeps through the plasma,

drivingthe spacecraftfloatingpotentialmore negative

relativetothe plasma potential.However, ifthe surfaces

are dielectricorelectricallyisolated,they willfloatnear

the plasma potentialand thereby prevent interaction

problems.

In GEO, the plasma ismuch more tenuous and

lower in energy than in LEO and therefore not as

damaging tospacecraft.However, inthe event ofa solar

substorm, the low-energy plasma isreplaced by a low-

density,very energeticplasma, causing excessivespace-

craft charging and its resultant severe damage. For

example, the ATS-5 and ATS--6 spacecraft recorded

floating potentials in the negative kilovolt range during
a substorm. 15 Damage to spacecraft components in GEO

results from electrostatic discharges due to the differen-

tial charging of different regions of the spacecraft. Tran-

sient currents in the form of electrostatic discharges

occur if the electric fields between different regions
exceed breakdown thresholds. These discharges cause

avionics failures ranging from single-event upsets to sys-
tem failure. In addition, differential charging causes

_potential barriers "16 that can disrupt the science

instruments that measure the ambient plasma. The best

design solution is to make all surfaces conductive and to

tie them to a common ground. Dielectric surfaces such

as the optical solar reflectors (OSR) and the backs of the
solar arrays can be coated with a conducting material
such as ITO.

One ofthe TROPIX scienceobjectivesisto study

the plasma interactionsof selectedsamples ofsolarcell

and array technologies,microelectronics,and spacecraft

materials at high voltages.Positioned on the ram sur-

faceof the SEUS, an experiment platecontaining sam-

ples to be tested will be periodicallybiased +300 V

relativetothe spacecraftground. Thus, the samples will

collectelectroncurrents and drive the restof the space-

craftnegativeinorder to collecta balancing ion current.

During the operation of the experiment, the spacecraft

could have a floating potential of greater than -100 V

for a 30-V bus voltage. It is important, therefore, to

design the spacecraft so that all other charging effects
are minimized for both LEO and GEO environments.

The LEO and GEO environments drivethe space-

craftdesign in opposite directions.The LEO environ-

ment requires that spacecraftsurfaces be electrically

isolated to maintain the spacecraftfloatingpotential

near the plasma ground; GEO requiresthat allconduc-

tivesurfacesbe tiedtoa common ground.The TROPIX

SEUS willcombine thesedisparaterequirementsin one

design.The spacecraftmain body and solararray sub-

strateare coated with a uniformly conductivelayer.An

electricalisolationswitch provided between the space-

craftground and the conductive coatingswillfloatthe

conductive layersinLEO and tiethem to the spacecraft

ground in GEO. is The switch may be mechanical or it

may be a semiconductor materialthat actsas a conduc-

tor beyond a certainbreakdown voltage.

SEUS SpacecraftSystems

The SEUS spacecraftisdesignedtoaccomplish the

TROPIX mission but willbe sufficientlygenericto ac-
commodate other SEUS missionswith littleor no modi-

fication.The TROPIX SEUS spacecraftdesign includes

severalsystems:electricpropulsion,solarpower, thermal

control,guidance,navigation and control,communica-

tions, command and data handling, and structural-

mechanical. These systems are described briefly in the
following sections.

Propulsion

The propulsionsystem iscomposed of ion thrust-

ers,power processor units,attitude controlthrusters,

propellanttanks,propellant,and a propellantmanage-

ment system.Two gimbaled, 20-cm xenon ion thrusters

are used for primary propulsion and AV requirements.

Each thruster has an input power of 875 W at the

beginning of life(BOL) and operatesat 80 percenteffi-

ciency,providinga thrustlevelof39 mN. The 20-cm ion

thrusteris a scaled versionof the 30-cm thrustercur-

rentlyunder development at the NASA Lewis Research

Center.The 20-cm thrusterwould retainthe same cath-

ode and neutraliseras the largerthrusterbut would

requireboth smallergridsand chamber.

Two 0.1-kghydrasine thrustersaremounted on the

outboard gimbal bracketsthatsupport the ionthrusters.

The hydrasine thrustersareused forattitudecompensa-

tionagainstdisturbancetorquesinshade regionsand are

gimbaled to eliminateextra torques.The ion thrusters



supply attitudecontrolin addition to primary propul-

sion when the spacecraftisin the Sun.

Power

The power system consistsof solar arrays, an

energy storagesystem, and a power management and

distributionsystem. The spacecraftdeploys two modi-

fledadvanced photovoltaicsolararray (APSA}17-solar

array wings using 18-percentefficientgallium arsenide

solarcellstoproduce a combined power of 2.3 kW BOL.

The baselineenergy storagesystem consistsof a nickel

cadmium batteryconfigured to supply a maximum of

440 W-hr, a 100-percentdepth ofdischarge(DOD), with

an 80-percent operating DOD, and an operating

charge/dischargerate of 1C.

command data rate is 2 kbps. The downlink includes a

4-kbps channel for the spacecraft health and safety

monitoring.

Sciencedata axe collectedand storedon board the

spacecraft at an average rate of 800 bps. When the

spacecraft is in contact with the Earth station, the

sciencedata are forwarded at a burst rate that allows

the complete transmissionof alldata stored sincethe

previous ground contact.The downlink burst data rate

isa function of the range,the worst case occurring at

geosynchronous altitude.The amount ofdata transmit-

ted in a given ground contactisa function of the view

time and data rate.A communications link analysis

showed that a data rateof100 kbps isachievableingeo-

synchronous orbitand issufficientto transmit allstored
data in the minimum view-time case of 11.6 rain/day.

Thermal Control

The thermal controlsystem (TCS) consistsmainly

of passiveelements.Resistiveheating may be required

for some spacecraftcomponents to maintain a critical

temperature range.To insulatethe internalcomponents

from the heat ofthe thrusters,the rear(wake) surfaceof

the spacecraftis covered with multilayer insulation

(MLI). The sidesofthe spacecraftarecovered with OSR

to prevent solarinsolationand infraredenergy from

enteringthe SEUS bus.

Guidance, Navigation_ and Control

The guidance, navigation, and control (GN&C}

system isstillunder considerationbut will consistof
attitudecontrolthrusters,an inertialmeasurement unit

(IMU), an on-board flightcomputer, and some combina-
tion ofsensorsthat willyieldpower and thrustvector

control,possiblysemiantonomous orbitdetermination.

Sensors being considered are sun sensors,horizon sen-

sors,star trackers,and a global-positioningsatellite

(GPS) receiver.The IMU willbe used to establishan
inertialreference frame for attitude determination.

Hydrazine thrustersare sufficientfor attitudecontrol,

eliminatingthe need forother attitudecontroldevices.

Communications

The communications system consistsof a NASA

standard near-Earth transponder, two hemispherical

antennas, and an antenna diplexor unit. The trans-

ponder operatesat S-band frequenciesand has a 5-W rf

transmissionpower. The ground controlislocatedatthe

Wallops FlightFacility.Communications contactoccurs

when the spacecraftisviewed by the Earth stationat an

elevationangleexceeding a minimum of 10°.The uplink

Command and Data Handling

On-board command and data-handling {C&DH}

functionsare performed by the TROPIX spacecraftcom-

puter.Spacecraftcommands are periodicallyrequiredto

reconfigurethe plasma interaction/magnetospheremap-

ping sensors,to startand stop the electricpropulsion

system foreitherorbitcontrolor plasma contacting,or

toreconfigurethespacecraftsystemsaftertheoccurrence

ofunexpected conditions.

The spacecrafttelemetry consistsof mission data

from the scienceinstrument suiteand spacecrafthealth

and statusdata,includingrobustinstrumentationofthe

electricpropulsion system. During the early low orbit

portionof the mission,the spacecraftwillbe experienc-

ing the most rapidchange in electromagneticfieldchar-

acteristics,which will require a relativelyfrequent

sampling ofmission data. Spacecrafthealth and status

monitoring willalsobe more important during the early

portion of the mission. Later in the mission, telemetry

requirements willbe relaxedbecause the orbitperiods

willbe longerand hence the missiondata sampling rates

lower.These sampling ratesare adjustablevia ground

command.

Structural/Mechanical

The structural/mechanicalsystem ofthe spacecraft

includesa cage that supports and protects the instru-

ments and internalsystems,two solararraywing motors

and deployment system, an instrument boom deploy-

ment system,and a thrustergimbal system. The gimbal

system supports both the xenon ion thrustersand the

hydrazine attitude control thrusters.Each hydrasine

thrusterisattached to the outer sideof an ion thruster

mounting bracket. The hydrazine attitude control



system (ACS) counteracts disturbance torques during 3.

shade periods whereas the ion thrusters maintain three-

axis stabilization and provide steering for the mission

during sun periods. The ion thrusters or the hydrasine

thrusters can be independently gimbaled in either of two

axes. Sufficient control to impart yaw, pitch, or roll

maneuvers is realized by gimbaling the thrusters up to
±15 °. 4.

The spacecraft structure will protect the avionics
and science instrument electronics from the radiation

environment, especially during the long transit through
the Van Allen belts. A 2-ram aluminum shield should be

sufficient to limit the radiation dose to 100 krads.

Summar_

,

6.

The proposed Transfer Orbit Interaction Experi-

ment (TROPIX) will add substantially to our knowledge 7.

of the Earth's magnetosphere and will demonstrate an

operational solar electric upper stage (SEUS). This

upper stage is designed to be a high-power, low-mass,

low-volume, long-life bus capable of being launched by

a small launch vehicle. Included in the SEUS design axe 8.

strategies that will limit the amount of spacecraft charg-

ing and the resultant damage to spacecraft components.
The TROPIX mission does not separate the vehicle from 9.

the science instrumentation; rather, it exploits the

unique capabilities offered by solar electric propulsion to

enhance the science return. By understanding the inter-

actions of the vehicle with the charged particle popula-

tion, not only is our knowledge of vehicle design 10.

improved, but we gmn a better understanding of the

ambient plasma and its temporal changes. The scientific

investigations and flight demonstration technology will

hopefully lead to the development of a new class of elec-

tric propulsion upper stages or space-based transfer

vehicles and to improvements in spacecraft design and 11.

safety.
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Table 1.--TROPIX Pa load Measurement Instruments

Instrument Energy range Species

SAMPIE_-derived

Langmuir probe

V-body probe

Neutral pressure gauge

Electrometers

Arc counters

Electronics and high-voltage power supplies

Mid-energy-range particle detectors

High-energy particle detectors

0.1 to 20 eV

±20 eV

10 -v to 10 -4 tort

10nAto 10mA

0 to 1000/sec

:[:300V

2 to 10 eV

50 to 2000 keV

50 to 5000 keV

500 to 1500 keV

Electrons and ions

Oxygen, xenon, and hydrogen

Electrons and ions

Electrons and two-ion species

Electrons

Protons

Helium ions

_Solar Array Module Plasma Interactions Experiment.



Figure 1 ._onceptuaJ rendering of TROPIX after launch and
deployment.
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